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ABSTRACT

This paper describes a new radiation scheme ‘ecRad’ for use both in the model of the European Centre for Medium-Range
Weather Forecasts (ECMWF), and offline for non-commercial research. Its modular structure allows the spectral resolution,
the description of cloud and aerosol optical properties, and the solver, to be changed independently. The available solvers
include the Monte Carlo Independent Column Approximation (McICA), ‘Tripleclouds’ and the Speedy Algorithm for Radiative
Transfer through Cloud Sides (SPARTACUS), the latter which makes ECMWF the first global model capable of representing
the 3D radiative effects of clouds. The new implementation of the operational McICA solver produces less noise in atmospheric
heating rates, and is 41% faster, which can yield indirect forecast skill improvements via calling the radiation scheme more
frequently. We demonstrate how longwave scattering may be implemented for clouds but not aerosols, which is only 4% more
computationally costly overall than neglecting longwave scattering and yields further modest forecast improvements. It is also
shown how a sequence of radiation changes in the last few years has led to a substantial reduction in stratospheric temperature
biases.

1. Introduction

Radiation provides the energy that drives both the
large-scale circulation and smaller-scale processes affect-
ing the weather experienced at the ground. In a weather
forecast model, such as ECMWF’s Integrated Forecast
System (IFS), a good treatment of radiative transfer is a
prerequisite for accurate near-surface temperature fore-
casts up to a week ahead. But a key challenge for weather
prediction is to push the boundaries of predictability at
monthly and seasonal time-scales, and indeed ECMWF
makes operational forecasts up to a year ahead. This puts
additional stringent demands on the accuracy of the ra-
diation scheme, requiring not only that the model has an
excellent climate, but also that the role of radiation in the
evolution and predictability of atmospheric weather sys-
tems and regimes is well captured.

The radiation scheme used at ECMWF has undergone
steady improvement over the years. The Morcrette (1991)
scheme was used in the 1990s and the developments made
in that decade were outlined by Morcrette et al. (2008a).
Table 1 shows the changes made since 2000, a year that
saw a major upgrade to the longwave scheme with the
introduction of the Rapid Radiative Transfer Model for
GCMs (RRTM-G; Mlawer et al., 1997). RRTM-G is
a correlated-k model of gas absorption that reproduces
clear-sky irradiances to within a few Watts per square me-
ter.

This was followed in 2007 by a major upgrade of the
radiation package to ‘McRad’, which involved not only
incorporation of the shortwave RRTM-G model, but also
the McICA scheme of Pincus et al. (2003) to represent
realistic cloud heterogeneity and overlap via a stochastic
cloud generator. Many weather and climate models have

since incorporated one or both of these advances. Mor-
crette et al. (2008a) and Ahlgrimm et al. (2016) provided
a detailed description of the scheme and the resulting im-
provements in forecast scores and model climate.

The treatment of aerosols and trace gases in the radia-
tion scheme has also improved over this period. Introduc-
tion of the Tegen et al. (1997) aerosol climatology in 2003
significantly reduced the optical depth of aerosol over the
Sahara, the direct radiative effect of which improved not
only representation of the African Easterly Jet (Tomp-
kins et al., 2005), but also global weather forecasts via
the impact on Rossby wave sources (Rodwell and Jung,
2008). Between 2009 and 2017, improved trace-gas cli-
matologies were introduced that exploited ECMWF activ-
ities in assimilating measurements of atmospheric compo-
sition into a configuration of the IFS containing prognos-
tic aerosol and gas chemistry. This included the ‘Moni-
toring Atmospheric Composition and Climate’ (MACC)
project and most recently the Copernicus Atmospheric
Monitoring Service (CAMS). The positive impact of the
recent implementation of an aerosol climatology based on
CAMS, especially for the Indian Summer Monsoon, was
reported by Bozzo et al. (2017).

The larger total number of spectral intervals (252)
used by RRTM-G made it 3.5 times slower than the Mor-
crette scheme, necessitating the use of a lower resolution
radiation grid (Morcrette et al., 2008b). In 2016, two
methods were introduced to remedy problems associated
with calling the radiation scheme infrequently in time and
space. The Hogan and Bozzo (2015) scheme performs ap-
proximate updates to the irradiances at every timestep and
model gridpoint to correct for errors due to sharp temper-
ature and albedo transitions at coastlines. The improved
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treatment of solar zenith angle described by Hogan and
Hirahara (2016) addressed problems in IFS configurations
that call the radiation scheme only every 3 h, reducing the
associated stratospheric warm bias, and largely eliminat-
ing spurious longitudinal variations in tropical solar irra-
diances and heating rates.

Two remaining shortcomings of McRad have moti-
vated the recent development of a new ECMWF radiation
scheme, ‘ecRad’. First flexibility: to facilitate current and
future scientific developments (such as the representation
of 3D radiative effects, or alternative treatments of gas op-
tics), we need the ability to swap individual components
of the radiation scheme for faster and/or more accurate
ones, but the non-modular design of McRad makes this
very difficult. Second efficiency: in all operational model
configurations except the highest resolution determinis-
tic forecast (HRES), we can afford to call the radiation
scheme only every 3 h. Despite the use of approximate
updates at intervening model timesteps, this is known to
degrade forecasts with respect to more frequent calls to
the full radiation scheme.

The ecRad scheme became operational in July 2017.
In this article we summarize its capabilities and meteo-
rological impact. In section 2, its modular structure is
described, followed in section 3 by a description of its re-
vised McICA implementation, which is both much more
efficient and generates less noise in atmospheric heating
rates than the McRad scheme. In section 4 it is shown
how longwave scattering by clouds can be introduced with
only a 4% increase in the overall cost of the scheme. In
section 5, we describe the cumulative improvement to
stratospheric climate due to several recent radiation and
ozone changes. Then in section 6, the impact on weather
forecast skill is presented.

2. Overview of ecRad

The new scheme has been coded in Fortran 2003 and
amounts to around 16,000 lines of code, in addition to
the existing RRTM-G implementation that is still used to
compute gas optical properties. Figure 1 depicts the five
main components of ecRad and the flow of data between
them. The modular structure ensures that, in most cases,
the internals of each component can be altered without
needing to change any other component. The main op-
tions available are listed in Table 2. Before discussing
ecRad specifically, section 2.1 summarizes the configu-
rations of the IFS currently used to perform operational
global medium-range forecasts at ECMWF, and what
variables are passed to and from the radiation scheme,
whether McRad or ecRad. Sections 2.2–2.6 then describe
the components of ecRad in detail, and section 2.7 out-
lines the status of the ecRad implementation in the IFS.
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2.1. Radiation in the context of the ECMWF model

Since IFS Cycle 41R2, the high-resolution determin-
istic (HRES) forecasts use TCo1279 resolution (around
9 km) with 137 terrain-following levels and a 7.5-minute
timestep. The radiation scheme is called every hour
(which we refer to as the ‘radiation timestep’) on a grid
with 10.24 times fewer columns than the rest of the model
(3.2 times coarser in each horizontal direction). The en-
semble (ENS) forecasts use TCo639 resolution (around
18 km) with 91 levels and a 12-minute timestep. The
radiation scheme is called every 3 h on a grid with 6.25
times fewer columns than the rest of the model (2.5 times
coarser in each horizontal direction).

In a standard medium-range forecast, the prognostic
atmospheric variables fed to the radiation scheme are tem-
perature, cloud fraction, and the mixing ratios of water va-
por, liquid water, ice and snow. These are predicted on full
model levels and are interpolated horizontally to the radia-
tion grid using cubic interpolation, but retaining the same
vertical grid. This is depicted by the upper dashed black
line in Fig. 1. Pressure, both at full levels and at layer
interfaces (‘half levels’), is also horizontally interpolated
but since the operational version of the model is hydro-
static, the pressure profile is diagnosed from the prognos-
tic surface pressure. Temperature is interpolated onto half
levels, and while McRad requires temperature and pres-
sure at both full and half levels, ecRad only takes these
variables at half levels. Cloud effective radius is com-
puted diagnostically at full levels on the radiation grid us-
ing the parameterization of Martin et al. (1994) for liquid
clouds and Sun and Rikus (1999), with corrections by Sun
(2001), for ice clouds.

In chemistry and air-quality applications for CAMS,
the prognostic mixing ratios for ozone, carbon dioxide
and an arbitrary number of aerosol species may also be in-
terpolated to the radiation grid. Otherwise, these mixing
ratios are computed from a climatology on the radiation
grid. The cosine of the solar zenith angle is also passed
to the radiation scheme, having been computed as the av-
erage value over the sunlit part of the radiation timestep
as described by Hogan and Hirahara (2016). The top-
of-atmosphere solar irradiance provided to the radiation
scheme accounts for the seasonal variation in sun-Earth
distance, the Equation of Time and an approximate repre-
sentation of the solar cycle.

The radiation scheme, whether McRad or ecRad, com-
putes profiles of shortwave and longwave irradiances at
half levels, and these are interpolated horizontally back
onto the model grid using cubic interpolation, as depicted
by the lower dashed black line in Fig. 1. A correction is
made to the shortwave irradiance profiles to make them
consistent with the high resolution albedo information us-
ing the method of Hogan and Bozzo (2015), and then they
are normalized by the incoming solar irradiance at top-of-
atmosphere (TOA). These normalized irradiances are then

cloud
properties

optical
properties

clear−sky

properties
cloud optical

Solver

fluxes

Cloud optics

Gas optics

Interpolate to model grid

Surface optics

Interpolate to radiation grid

ratios
aerosol

mixing ratios
gas mixing

surface
optical

properties

surface
properties

surface facets
fluxes at

Surface optics

Aerosol optics

FIG. 1: Schematic illustrating the five main components of ecRad
(boxes) and the flow of data between them (arrows). Each thin arrow
denotes a data structure (‘derived type’ in Fortran) containing a number
of arrays, while the thick arrows denote arrays of optical properties in
each spectral interval used by the radiation scheme. Not shown is an
additional ‘thermodynamics’ structure containing atmospheric tempera-
ture and pressure at layer interfaces that is passed to each component.

available to use by the model at the intervening model
timesteps.

At each model timestep, the irradiance profiles from
the last call to the radiation scheme are used to compute
atmospheric heating-rate profiles, but only after some cor-
rections are applied. In the shortwave, we account for
the change in solar zenith angle between calls to the ra-
diation scheme: the normalized irradiance profiles are
multiplied by the incoming solar irradiance, and an addi-
tional approximate correction is applied to account for the
change in path length of the solar beam through the atmo-
sphere (Manners et al., 2009). In the longwave, the irradi-
ance profiles are adjusted to account for the local value of
skin temperature using the technique of Hogan and Bozzo
(2015). Atmospheric heating rates, surface and TOA ir-
radiances are then computed in a way that ensures energy
conservation.

2.2. Surface optics

In the current operational version of the IFS, which
includes the ecRad radiation scheme, the interaction of
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radiation with the surface is rather simple. The surface
scheme computes gridbox-mean skin temperature, long-
wave emissivity in two spectral intervals (corresponding
to the atmospheric infrared window, and everything else),
and shortwave direct and diffuse albedo in six spectral in-
tervals. These variables are interpolated to the radiation
grid and passed to the solver, except for skin temperature
which is passed to the gas-optics component where the
Planck emission to the atmosphere is computed in each
spectral interval.

A more sophisticated coupling between radiation and
the surface is in preparation, aiming to improve the in-
teractions with complex surfaces such as forests and ur-
ban areas. Hogan et al. (2018) described the method that
will be used to represent 3D radiative interactions in open
forest canopies. Radiative transfer in urban areas will
be treated by an analogous approach, and will make use
of parameters provided by the urban surface scheme cur-
rently under development. A consistent spectral treatment
between radiative transfer in the surface and atmosphere
should then enable, for example, more reliable prediction
of photosynthesis rates and street-level temperatures.

To support these developments, ecRad includes an op-
tional surface optics component whose planned deploy-
ment in the IFS is depicted by the red box in Fig. 1,
where it will perform computations on the model grid
both before and after the atmospheric calculation. The
first part takes as input a physical description of the tiles
that make up the land surface in one model gridbox, and
computes the surface properties seen by the atmosphere
as the weighted average of each tile in the gridbox. The
properties are longwave emissivity, the longwave emitted
upwelling radiation, and the shortwave direct and diffuse
albedo. They may be computed using either the full spec-
tral resolution of the atmospheric model or a reduced res-
olution according to user preference. These properties are
then interpolated onto the radiation grid and passed di-
rectly to the solver. After the atmospheric radiative trans-
fer calculation is complete, the second part of the surface
component takes as input the downwelling shortwave and
longwave irradiances exiting the base of the lowest atmo-
spheric layer, interpolated back onto the model grid, but
at the spectral resolution of the first surface computation.
It then works out the net irradiances at each facet of the
underlying surface. A detailed description of this two-
stage process for open forest canopies was provided by
Hogan et al. (2018).

2.3. Gas optics

The gas-optics model is selected at run-time, and de-
termines the spectral discretization used by the whole of
the radiation scheme. The user provides the mixing ratios
of a selection of gases in either volume- or mass-mixing-
ratio units. Gas-optics models differ in the trace gases
they represent, so any gases not provided by the user are

assumed to be absent, and any gases provided that are
not represented by the model are ignored. A number of
variables are computed in each spectral interval, which
we hereafter refer to as ‘g-points’ (e.g. Morcrette et al.,
2008a) to contrast with the fewer number of ‘bands’ used
for aerosol and clouds. In the shortwave, these variables
are the optical depth and single-scattering albedo of each
layer of the clear-sky atmosphere, and the TOA incom-
ing solar irradiance. In the longwave they are the opti-
cal depth of each layer and the Planck function integrated
across each g-point at layer interfaces. If a simple rep-
resentation of the surface is used then the corresponding
Planck function of the surface is computed from the skin
temperature.

A key part of this design is that subsequent parts of the
radiation scheme can treat each g-point equally, and the
solver can compute broadband irradiances simply by sum-
ming over the irradiances in each g-point. Moreover, the
subsequent parts use g-point as the fastest-varying array
dimension and this has been found to lead to faster code
overall than in McRad, which used atmospheric column
as the fastest-varying dimension. This is because condi-
tional operations (which inhibit vectorization) depend on
the presence of cloud or whether the sun is above the hori-
zon, factors that are functions of level and column, but
not g-point. Aside from the monochromatic scheme used
for testing, the only gas-optics model currently available
is RRTM-G, which employs 112 g-points in the short-
wave and 140 in the longwave. We currently use the same
RRTM-G implementation of gas optics as in McRad, but
need to permute the arrays it produces to make g-point
the fastest-varying dimension. Figure 2b shows that this
increases the cost of the gas-optics component, although
this is more than compensated by the speed-up in the sub-
sequent components, particularly the shortwave solver.
In the future we plan to implement a more efficient ver-
sion of RRTM-G, as well as to consider alternative gas-
optics models that would offer the user more flexibility in
choosing how to make the trade-off between accuracy and
speed.

2.4. Aerosol optics

The aerosol component adds the optical properties
of aerosols to those of gases with the assumption that
aerosols are horizontally well mixed within each model
gridbox. Although the clear-sky optical properties are
defined at the full resolution of the gas-optics scheme,
aerosol properties are computed in a coarser set of bands;
in the case of RRTM-G this is 14 in the shortwave and 16
in the longwave. Aerosol properties may be provided in
two ways. In the first, the mass mixing ratios of an ar-
bitrary number of run-time-configurable aerosol species
are provided. The optical properties of each type are pre-
loaded from a NetCDF data file in terms of the mass-
extinction coefficient, single scattering albedo and asym-
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TABLE 2: Summary of the main options available in ecRad, each of which can be selected at run-time. The settings expected in the next operational
cycle (46R1) are shown in bold. The earlier IFS implementation of ecRad in Cycle 43R3 were the same except for longwave scattering being
switched off and δ-Eddington scaling being applied to particles and gases.

Property Options
Gas-optics model Monochromatic; RRTM-G (other options are planned)
Aerosol optics model Generalized (supporting Tegen and CAMS types); optics computed externally
Liquid cloud optics Slingo (1989) and Lindner and Li (2000); SOCRATES
Ice cloud optics Fu (1996) and Fu et al. (1998); Yi et al. (2013); Baran et al. (2014)
δ-Eddington mode Particles and gases; Particles only
SW and LW solver Homogeneous; McICA; Tripleclouds; SPARTACUS
Longwave scattering Off; cloud only; cloud and aerosols
Cloud overlap scheme EXP-EXP (only available with McICA); MAX-RAN; EXP-RAN
Cloud overlap parameter alpha (Hogan and Illingworth, 2000); beta (Shonk et al., 2010)
Cloud water PDF shape Gamma; Lognormal

(b) Radiation scheme components

 +5.3%

 +37.0%

 -37.8%

 -94.9%

 -83.3%

 -41.2%

 -13.5%

 Solver

0 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5 4
Time per profile (ms)

Preparation 

Gas optics 

Aerosol optics 

Cloud optics 

Cloud generator 

SW radiative transfer 

LW radiative transfer 

McRad
ecRad

(a) Radiation scheme configurations  Relative
 to McRad

 -40.9%

 -38.4%

 -19.7%

 +0.8%

 +255%

0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45
Time per profile (ms)

McRad, McICA, LWscat=0

ecRad, McICA, LWscat=0

ecRad, McICA, LWscat=1

ecRad, McICA, LWscat=2

ecRad, Tripleclouds, LWscat=1

ecRad, SPARTACUS, LWscat=1 

FIG. 2: (a) Computational cost of various configurations of the radiation scheme per atmospheric profile, where the labels on the left indicate the
scheme name, solver name and longwave scattering configuration (0 = no longwave scattering, 1 = scattering by clouds only, and 2 = scattering by
clouds and aerosols). (b) Breakdown of the cost for the first two configurations: the previous McRad scheme (operational until IFS Cycle 43R1)
and the equivalent ecRad scheme (operational from 43R3), both using a McICA solver with no longwave scattering. The percentages on the right
of each panel indicate the fractional change to the computational cost compared to McRad. The values have been computed from 24-h TCo1279
forecasts using IFS Cycle 45R1 incorporating ecRad version 1.0.13.

metry factor in each band. These properties are computed
off-line using an assumed size distribution and Mie the-
ory, although a method that can represent non-spherical
particles could be used instead. Aerosols may be hy-
drophilic or hydrophobic, with the optical properties of

the hydrophilic types also a function of relative humid-
ity, and the mass mixing ratio from the host model as-
sumed to be either the dry mass or the mass at a fixed rel-
ative humidity. Within the IFS, this ‘generalized’ aerosol
formulation is flexible enough to accommodate both the
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older Tegen et al. (1997) climatology of six hydrophobic
aerosol species, and the newer CAMS specification with
11 hydrophilic and hydrophobic species (Flemming et al.,
2017). Note that the CAMS specification is used both
with prognostic aerosols, and with the climatology de-
rived from the CAMS reanalysis (Bozzo et al., 2017).

This aerosol formulation is not well suited for more
advanced applications where the aerosol properties are re-
quired to vary smoothly with additional input variables
such as aerosol mean size, age, non-sphericity and so on.
Therefore, the option is available for the user to compute
the aerosol optical properties in each band externally to
ecRad, and to pass them in instead of mass mixing ratios.
This is capability is being used in the implementation of
the ‘GLOMAP-mode’ aerosol scheme (Mann et al., 2010)
in the IFS.

2.5. Cloud optics

The cloud optics component takes as input the mass
mixing ratio and effective radius of cloud liquid and ice
(but note that in the IFS the ice mixing ratio fed to the
radiation scheme is actually the sum of the prognostic ice
and snow variables). It divides the gridbox-mean mix-
ing ratios by cloud fraction to obtain the in-cloud mean
mixing ratios, and uses them to compute in-cloud optical
properties in each spectral band.

As shown in Table 2, by default ice optical properties
are computed using the Fu scheme as in McRad, but two
additional schemes are available for testing. The default
liquid-optics model has been changed to the one from
the Met Office’s SOCRATES radiation scheme (Suite
of Community Radiation Codes based on Edwards and
Slingo, 1996), in which the optical properties in all bands
are expressed in terms of a Padé approximation. This
overcomes the tendency of the previous Slingo (1989)
scheme to overestimate cloud optical depth (Nielsen et al.,
2014). Coupled 1-year IFS simulations show that this
change increases global-mean net downward shortwave
at TOA by 1.6 W m−2, but this is almost completely can-
celed by a 1.8 W m−2 reduction with the new implementa-
tion of McICA. The corresponding changes to surface net
shortwave irradiances are the same as at TOA, so there is
no detectable change to atmospheric absorption.

Figure 2b shows that the cloud-optics calculation is
20 times faster than in McRad. This is mainly because
McRad recomputes cloud optical properties for every g-
point using the perturbed cloud water contents from the
McICA cloud generator. However, the perturbed water
contents simply have the effect of scaling the cloud optical
depth. Therefore a more efficient implementation of the
same scheme is to generate the cloud optical properties
once for each band (and there are 8–9 times fewer bands
than g-points), and then use the cloud generator to provide
optical-depth scalings for each g-point.

An additional efficiency saving arises from the im-

plementation of delta-Eddington scaling (Joseph et al.,
1976), the scheme that accounts for strong forward scat-
tering by cloud and aerosol particles by treating a fraction
f = g2 of the scattered radiation as if it had not been scat-
tered at all (where g is the asymmetry factor). In McRad,
this scaling is applied at every g-point to the gas-particle
mixture, and in the solver distributed with RRTM-G it is
applied at every g-point to the gas-aerosol mixture. How-
ever, since Rayleigh scattering by gases in the shortwave
does not preferentially scatter in the forward direction, it
is more physically justified to apply delta-Eddington scal-
ing to cloud and aerosol separately, before merging the
scaled optical properties with those of the gases. The
non-linear dependence of f on g means that the result-
ing merged optical properties are different. To illustrate
this, consider a mixture of liquid cloud (g = 0.85) and
Rayleigh-scattering gas (g = 0) of equal optical depth,
at a wavelength for which absorption is negligible. If
delta-Eddington scaling is applied to the cloud first then
its optical depth is reduced by 72%, which means that the
optical depth of the mixture is reduced by 36%. If in-
stead the constituents are merged first then the mixture
has g = 0.43, so subsequent scaling reduces the optical
depth of the mixture by only 18%. The delta-Eddington-
scaled asymmetry factor is also different depending on the
order of scaling and merging, but it is different in such a
way as to partially ameliorate the difference in scaled op-
tical depth. In practice we find from coupled IFS simu-
lations that this only changes globally averaged net short-
wave irradiances by 0.1 W m−2, presumably because it is
quite rare for the Rayleigh and particle optical depths in
a given atmospheric layer and g-point to be of a similar
magnitude. But because delta-Eddington scaling is now
only applied on bands rather than g-points, it reduces the
computational cost of the shortwave solver (excluding the
cloud generator) by 12%, and of ecRad overall by 3%.

2.6. Solver

The job of the solver is to combine the clear-sky and
cloudy optical properties according to the cloud fraction
and appropriate assumptions about in-cloud heterogene-
ity and overlap, and to use them to compute irradiance
profiles. Four solvers are currently available. The ‘ho-
mogeneous’ solver is suitable for offline calculations on
high-resolution scenes using the independent column ap-
proximation. It ignores cloud fraction, assuming that
clouds are homogenized horizontally within each gridbox.
The McICA solver has been completely reformulated, and
uses an improved cloud generator that is more efficient
and produces less stochastic noise in atmospheric heating
rates than McRad (see section 3). The Tripleclouds solver
(Shonk and Hogan, 2008) uses an alternative approach to
represent in-cloud heterogeneity, which has the benefit of
generating no stochastic noise, but the drawback of mak-
ing the radiation scheme 61% slower overall (for the same
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treatment of longwave scattering).
All three solvers discussed so far are based on a clas-

sical two-stream formulation in both the shortwave and
longwave, but with different ways to treat cloud struc-
ture. The final solver, SPARTACUS (Speedy Algorithm
for Radiative Transfer through Cloud Sides; Schäfer et al.,
2016; Hogan et al., 2016) is somewhat more complex, and
makes the IFS the first global model capable of represent-
ing the 3D radiative effects of clouds. Figure 2a shows
that with this solver, ecRad is 5.8 times slower than with
McICA, and 3.6 times slower than the original McRad
scheme. This is too slow to be justified for operational
weather forecasting at ECMWF, but is fast enough to use
for research.

Table 2 lists some of the more detailed options avail-
able to the solvers, including different treatments of cloud
overlap and the shape of the cloud-water probability dis-
tribution function (see section 3), as well as efficient
methods to represent longwave scattering (see section
4.1). Generally all these options are available for the
McICA, Tripleclouds and SPARTACUS solvers. More-
over, each solver has the capability of computing the
derivative of upwelling longwave irradiance at each height
with respect to the surface value, needed as input to
the longwave part of the approximate update scheme of
Hogan and Bozzo (2015).

In addition to outputting the full irradiance profile,
ecRad outputs the downwelling direct and diffuse surface
shortwave irradiances in each spectral band. This facili-
tates the calculation of diagnostics such as photosyntheti-
cally active radiation and ultraviolet index.

2.7. Status in the IFS

Version 1.0.1 of ecRad was implemented in IFS Cycle
43R3, which became operational in July 2017. This ver-
sion had longwave scattering switched off and was there-
fore scientifically rather similar to McRad. It was 31%
faster than McRad (including the cost of interpolating to
and from the radiation grid), reducing the cost of radia-
tion from 5% to 3.5% of total model time in the HRES
model configuration. Version 1.0.13 of ecRad, on which
this paper is based, includes further optimizations and as
shown by the first two bars in Fig. 2a, when longwave
scattering is off it is 41% faster than McRad excluding the
cost of interpolation, or 33% faster when the interpolation
cost is included. This version will be used in the next op-
erational cycle (46R1), but with longwave scattering by
clouds switched on (the third bar in Fig. 2a).

Cycle 46R1 also fixes a longstanding bug in the treat-
ment of the longwave optical properties of ice clouds,
which was present in McRad. Fixing the bug reduces
global-mean downwelling longwave irradiance at the sur-
face by 0.7 W m−2 and cools the land surface by 0.2 K
(in coupled free-running IFS simulations). Unfortunately,
this fix on its own degrades medium-range forecasts, so

the bug had to be reproduced in the 43R3 implementa-
tion of ecRad. However, the introduction of longwave
scattering increases downwelling surface longwave by
0.7 W m−2 and warms the land surface by 0.3 K (in free-
running simulations), so when accompanied by the bug-
fix leads to a small surface warming, which is positive for
forecasts given that the IFS is generally a little too cold.

3. New implementation of McICA
The host model provides a profile of cloud fraction

to its radiation scheme, yet radiation schemes show sig-
nificant sensitivity to the assumptions they make on both
the degree to which clouds overlap in the vertical, and
the in-cloud horizontal heterogeneity (e.g. Shonk et al.,
2012). Both these properties are represented via the
McICA solver, at the heart of which is a cloud genera-
tor that stochastically generates cloud profiles intended to
be consistent with these assumptions. The McICA solver
has been rewritten in ecRad to improve its efficiency, to
reduce noise, and to add flexibility via the ability to repre-
sent three different overlap scenarios and to take the frac-
tional standard deviation of cloud water content as input.
We first describe some of the shortcomings of the current
McICA scheme, with a particular focus on its represen-
tation of cloud overlap. We then describe how they are
overcome by the cloud generator in the new scheme and
demonstrate the reduction in heating-rate noise.

3.1. The McRad implementation of McICA

Observations by cloud radar and lidar (e.g., Hogan
and Illingworth, 2000; Di Giuseppe and Tompkins, 2015)
have found that cloud occurrence in different vertical lay-
ers is correlated but that the ‘overlap parameter’ α, which
quantifies the correlation, decreases approximately expo-
nentially with layer separation according to a decorrela-
tion distance z0. If there is a clear layer between these two
cloudy layers then their overlap becomes random. This
model is therefore commonly known as ‘exponential-
random’ overlap (hereafter EXP-RAN). It is a general-
ization of the older ‘maximum-random’ (hereafter MAX-
RAN) assumption of Geleyn and Hollingsworth (1979)
obtained in the limit of z0 → ∞. In the IFS, z0 is param-
eterized as a function of latitude following Shonk et al.
(2010).

The McRad implementation of McICA generates sub-
columns that are intended to implement EXP-RAN over-
lap stochastically using the Räisänen et al. (2004) cloud
generator. It generates a sub-column as follows: starting
in the first cloudy layer i measured down from the top of
the atmosphere, a random number is generated Ri with a
uniform probability between 0 and 1 (hereafter all ran-
dom numbers are taken from the same distribution). If Ri

is less than the cloud fraction at that height, ai, then cloud
is deemed to be present. It then generates a number Ri+1

at the next layer that is partially correlated with Ri. In an
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EXP-RAN scheme, the correlation between layers i and
i + 1, with a spacing ∆z is given by α = exp(−∆z/z0)
(Hogan and Illingworth, 2000). To implement this corre-
lation in the generator, a new random number is gener-
ated, S. If S < α then Ri+1 = Ri, otherwise a new random
number is used for Ri+1. This process is continued down
through the atmosphere and then repeated for each of the
sub-columns required, one for each g-point.

There are three shortcomings of this approach. First,
contrary to what has been found in observations, the over-
lap of vertically separated clouds produced by this gen-
erator is not random. Randomness could be imposed
by setting α = 0 between any pair of layers where the
cloud fraction in either is zero, but this has not been done.
Therefore the scheme does not implement EXP-RAN, but
rather ‘EXP-EXP’: clouds are correlated in the vertical
regardless of whether the clouds are vertically separated,
essentially the same assumption as made by Bergman and
Rasch (2002).

The second shortcoming is that the irradiances and
heating-rate profiles can be quite noisy, especially when
the total cloud cover is low. This is because if the cloud
cover is, say, 0.2 then on average only 20% of the g-
points will see any cloud. Since these g-points will be
random, they may be associated with preferentially high
gas absorption, resulting in the cloud radiative effect be-
ing underestimated, or preferentially low gas absorption
resulting in the cloud effect being overestimated. More-
over, in this example the (on-average) 80% of the g-points
computing clear-sky columns will duplicate the clear-sky
calculations that are carried out for diagnostic purposes
already. One approach to overcome this problem is to
use all the g-points on sub-columns containing cloud, and
then perform a weighted average with the clear-sky calcu-
lation according to the total cloud cover to obtain the total-
sky irradiance profile. Räisänen et al. (2004) proposed
generating more sub-columns and simply throwing away
the ones that do not contain cloud, although this could be-
come expensive for low cloud covers. While it has been
found that unbiased noise in irradiances has no measur-
able impact on seasonal forecasts (Pincus et al., 2003),
it can add random noise to short-range forecasts of near-
surface temperature (Hill et al., 2011).

The third shortcoming is computational cost: even
with the simple scheme described above, many more ran-
dom numbers are generated than are actually needed.

We next describe an approach that is computation-
ally more efficient, generates less noise, and can imple-
ment the MAX-RAN, EXP-RAN or EXP-EXP overlap
assumptions. The key to reducing noise is in two parts.
First, total cloud cover is computed deterministically from
the cloud fraction profile and the overlap rules, so re-
moving stochastic noise in cloud cover (even though the
cloud profiles within the cloudy part of the gridbox are
still stochastically generated). This is described in section

3.2. Second, we make use of the fact that clear-sky radia-
tion calculations (i.e. fed by the same atmospheric profiles
except with the clouds removed) are already performed
for diagnostic purposes, so we can use the cloud genera-
tor to produce only cloudy profiles (described in section
3.3), and then compute the total-sky irradiance profile as
a weighted average of the clear and cloudy profiles. Since
all 252 RRTM-G g-points see a cloud, this leads to much
better sampling of the cloudy part of the column in par-
tially cloudy conditions.

3.2. Deterministic cloud cover

The deterministic part of the algorithm consists of cal-
culating ci+1/2, the profile of cumulative cloud cover mea-
sured from TOA down to a particular half-level i + 1/2,
i.e. the small circles shown in Fig. 3. Thus for an n-layer
atmosphere, the total cloud cover is C = cn+1/2. We also
require pi+1/2, the combined cloud cover of an adjacent
pair of layers i and i + 1. This deterministic part is also
used by the Tripleclouds and SPARTACUS solvers and
ensures they are exactly consistent with McICA in terms
of overlap assumption.

MAX-RAN overlap is obtained with (Geleyn and
Hollingsworth, 1979; Morcrette and Jakob, 2000)

pi−1/2 = max(ai−1, ai); (1)

(1− ci+1/2) = (1− ci−1/2)
1− pi−1/2

1− ai−1
, (2)

where ai is the cloud fraction in layer i. These equations
are applied recursively down through the atmosphere.
They may also be used for cloud-cover diagnostics that
are computed on the model grid, outside the radiation
scheme.

At this point it is worth clarifying a subtle aspect about
this implementation of MAX-RAN. Consider two 3-layer
profiles of cloud fraction: (a) 0.5, 0.5, 0.5 and (b) 0.5, 0,
0.5. Any MAX-RAN implementation would diagnose a
total cloud cover of 0.5 for the first profile and 0.75 for the
second. But what should happen to total cloud cover if we
vary the cloud fraction of the middle layer? The ‘MAX’
in ‘MAX-RAN’ says that vertically contiguous cloud lay-
ers should be maximally overlapped. This implies that if
there is even a very small amount of cloud in the mid-
dle layer, the cloudy layers are vertically contiguous and
so should be treated as maximally overlapped with a to-
tal cloud cover of 0.5. But if the middle cloud fraction
is reduced to exactly zero, the total cloud cover would
jump immediately to 0.75, making such an overlap im-
plementation discontinuous. By contrast, (1) and (2) are
a continuous implementation of cloud overlap since they
predict a smooth transition between 0.5 and 0.75 as the
middle cloud fraction is reduced. Essentially MAX-RAN
is being applied at the sub-grid scale: for a cloud fraction
profile of 0.5, 0.25, 0.5, the equations treat 0.25 of the en-
tire column as maximally overlapped, with the remaining
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0.75 of the gridbox containing cloud only in the top and
bottom layers; the clouds in this fraction of the gridbox are
therefore treated as randomly overlapped. We regard this
behavior as preferable to the discontinuous implementa-
tion, not only because of the simplicity of the equations,
but because the continuous radiative response to a change
in cloud fraction at any level is desirable should a differ-
entiable overlap scheme be used in a variational data as-
similation context in future (although then a differentiable
solver such as Tripleclouds would also be required).

EXP-RAN overlap is obtained by substituting Eqs. 1
and 2 of Hogan and Illingworth (2000) into their Eq. 4 to
obtain:

pi−1/2 = αi−1/2 max(ai−1, ai)

+ (1− αi−1/2) (ai−1 + ai − ai−1ai) , (3)

where α is the overlap parameter described in section 3.1.
This replaces (1) in the algorithm, and leads to the prop-
erty that total cloud cover varies continuously in response
to a change to cloud fraction at any individual level.

In the case of EXP-EXP, we do not believe that for-
mulas exist for p and c that are exactly consistent with
the Räisänen et al. (2004) cloud generator, but Hogan and
Bozzo (2016) described an approximate but deterministic
method to compute p and c consistent with the EXP-EXP
overlap assumption, which they found to closely match
the average total cloud cover from the EXP-EXP cloud
generator. It identifies concave features in the cloud-
fraction profile and clusters them hierarchically, but is too
involved to repeat here.

The availability of fast, deterministic algorithms for
cloud cover has also improved the cloud-cover diagnos-
tic, which is computed on the model grid for high, mid-
level, low and total cloud cover. Prior to IFS Cycle 43R3,
the Räisänen et al. (2004) cloud generator was rerun on
the model grid to provide a stochastic estimate of these
quantities consistent with the assumptions used in the ra-
diation scheme, but it was unnecessarily costly and also
subject to stochastic noise. Since Cycle 43R3, the ecRad
deterministic algorithm is used, reducing the cost of the
cloud-cover diagnostic by a factor of four for the opera-
tional EXP-EXP overlap assumption.

3.3. Efficient use of random numbers

With the c function describing the cumulative cloud
cover for the chosen overlap scheme, we now describe the
algorithm to generate only cloudy sub-columns. We use
the first random number in each sub-column, R0, to work
out the highest layer containing cloud: layer i is deemed to
be the highest cloudy layer if ci−1/2/C < R0 ≤ ci+1/2/C.
This way we significantly reduce the number of random
numbers generated, since none are needed above the high-
est cloudy layer in a sub-column. This leads to the ecRad
cloud generator being much more efficient than in McRad

ai−1

ai−2

c i+1/2

− cc i+3/2 i+1/2

+ c i+1/2pi+1/2

i−2

i−1

i

i+1

− ai

i+3/2c − pi+1/2 − api+1/2 i+1 + ai+1

ai

ai − pi+1/2

− a − ci i+3/2

Layer

FIG. 3: Schematic illustrating how the new McICA cloud generator is
implemented, and in particular how to compute the conditional proba-
bilities of cloud in layer i + 1 dependent on whether cloud is present in
layer i. The variables have the following definitions: ai is the cloud frac-
tion in layer i, pi+1/2 is the combined cloud cover of layers i and i + 1,
and ci+1/2 (indicated by the small circles) is the cloud cover of all the
layers from TOA down to half-level i + 1/2.

(see Fig. 2b). We proceed to layer i + 1 below and gener-
ate a further random number Ri+1 to decide whether it is
cloudy. Figure 3 shows the area fractions of cloudy and
clear regions in layers i and i+1. If there is a cloud present
in layer i then we wish to know the conditional probability
of cloud in layer i + 1 given cloud in layer i. From Fig. 3
this can be worked out, leading to cloud being generated
in layer i + 1 if

Ri+1 <
ai + ai+1 − pi+1/2

ai
. (4)

If cloud is not present in layer i, but there is cloud in a
layer above, then cloud should be placed in layer i + 1 if

Ri+1 <
pi+1/2 − ai − ci+3/2 + ci+1/2

ci+1/2 − ai
. (5)

This process is continued down to the lowest cloudy layer
in the sub-column.

The generation of in-cloud heterogeneity follows
more closely the approach of Räisänen et al. (2004): a
profile of uniformly distributed random numbers between
0 and 1 is generated in the cloudy pixels of a sub-column
that is consistent with the user-specified vertical decorre-
lation length of cloud heterogeneities. If EXP-EXP over-
lap is requested then in-cloud heterogeneities are corre-
lated even across cloud-free layers, whereas for MAX-
RAN and EXP-RAN overlap, the random numbers are
decorrelated whenever passing through a cloud-free layer.
The profile of random numbers is then used to index a
look-up table to obtain the corresponding value from a
gamma or lognormal distribution with the user-specified
fractional standard deviation. This in turn is used to scale
the in-cloud optical depth.

3.4. Impact on heating rates

Figures 4a and 4b compare shortwave and longwave
heating-rate profiles in a partially cloudy column from
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FIG. 4: Comparison of instantaneous (a) shortwave and (b) longwave heating rates between the McRad radiation scheme with its McICA solver,
and the ecRad scheme with both its McICA and Tripleclouds solvers, for a profile taken from a 137-level TL255 IFS model simulation. The grey
shading shows the cloud fraction profile ranging from 0 to 1 across the horizontal axis. Panels (c) and (d) show the corresponding root-mean-squared
heating-rate differences between each McICA calculation and the Tripleclouds calculations from the same model simulation (the shortwave results
in panel c considering only sunlit profiles). All panels consider only radiation calculations from the first call of the radiation calculations when the
input cloud profiles are identical.

the IFS. The three lines show the McRad McICA imple-
mentation, the ecRad McICA implementation described
above, and the Tripleclouds solver which generates no
stochastic noise (although is more computationally ex-
pensive than McICA). In this example it is apparent that
the new McICA implementation is significantly less noisy
than the old, and the difference between the McRad
McICA implementation and Tripleclouds can be as much
as 10 K d−1.

It should be noted that Tripleclouds and SPARTACUS
cannot represent EXP-EXP overlap, because the assump-
tion that vertically separated cloud layers are randomly
overlapped is built into their formulation. Therefore, in
Fig. 4, Tripleclouds used EXP-RAN overlap while the two
McICA implementations used EXP-EXP overlap, but the
impact of overlap assumption on instantaneous heating
rates is much smaller than the stochastic noise in McICA.
With the assumption that Tripleclouds represents an ap-

propriate reference calculation against which to quantify
McICA noise, Figs. 4c and 4d compare the root-mean-
squared heating-rate errors of the two McICA implemen-
tations, considering all profiles at the start of an IFS model
forecast. In the boundary layer, it can be seen that the
McRad implementation of McICA produces around 30%
more noise than the ecRad implementation in both the
shortwave and the longwave.

4. Improved longwave radiative transfer

4.1. Fast implementation of longwave scattering by
clouds

For reasons of computational cost, longwave scatter-
ing is frequently omitted in the radiation schemes of atmo-
spheric models, yet can increase longwave cloud radiative
effect by around 10% globally (Costa and Shine, 2006). A
fast approximation to longwave scattering has been pro-
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posed by Chou et al. (1999), but it only approximates the
effects of scattering for clouds of low and moderate opti-
cal depth. Comparing the second and fourth bars in Fig. 2,
we see that the overall cost of ecRad is increased by 36%
when longwave scattering by aerosols and clouds is rep-
resented, which is due to the longwave solver itself being
twice as costly. In this section we demonstrate that this
cost can be reduced dramatically if we represent the far
more important scattering by clouds, but not scattering by
aerosols (although longwave absorption and emission by
aerosols are still represented). We note that Dufresne et al.
(2002) estimated that the neglect of longwave scattering
for dust with an optical depth of 1 would lead to er-
rors in surface and TOA net longwave irradiances of 3–
5 W m−2. However, our free-running uncoupled IFS sim-
ulations suggest that turning on longwave scattering for
aerosols changes global-mean surface and TOA net long-
wave irradiances by no more than 0.1 W m−2, which can
be safely neglected in the context of weather forecasts.

To explain how longwave scattering by clouds alone
can be represented efficiently, we first outline how non-
scattering and fully scattering longwave solvers are for-
mulated in the context of the two-stream approximation.
First, four variables are computed for each layer i: re-
flectance Ri, transmittance Ti, and layer sources S↑i and
S↓i representing the upward emission from the top of the
layer and the downward emission from the base of the
layer, respectively. Each variable is a function of g-point,
and we assume the Planck function to vary linearly with
optical depth in the layer (Wiscombe, 1976). In the scat-
tering case the first two variables are provided by Meador
and Weaver (1980) and the second two by Stackhouse and
Stephens (1991). In the non-scattering case they reduce to
simpler forms (e.g. Clough et al., 1992):

Ri = 0; (6)
Ti = exp(−Dδi); (7)

S↑i = (1− Ti)

(
Bi+1/2 +

∆Bi

Dδi

)
− ∆Bi; (8)

S↓i = (1− Ti)

(
Bi−1/2 −

∆Bi

Dδi

)
+ ∆Bi, (9)

where δi is the absorption optical depth of the layer, D =
1.66 is the diffusivity factor (Fu et al., 1997) and ∆Bi =
Bi+1/2 − Bi−1/2 is the difference in the Planck function at
the base and top of the layer.

A non-scattering longwave solver then proceeds down
from the top of atmosphere (with layer index i increas-
ing downward) by repeated application of the following
to compute the profile of downwelling irradiances at layer
boundaries:

F↓i+1/2 = TiF
↓

i−1/2 + S↓i . (10)

The upwelling irradiance at the surface is a combination
of emission and reflection:

F↑s = εsBs + (1− εs)F↓s , (11)

where subscript s denotes surface quantities and εs is
the surface emissivity. The following is then applied up
through the atmosphere to compute the profile of up-
welling irradiances at layer boundaries:

F↑i−1/2 = TiF
↑

i+1/2 + S↑i . (12)

A full scattering computation is more complex. It
works up from the surface computing the albedo Ai−1/2 of
the entire atmosphere (including the surface) below half
level i − 1/2, and similarly the total radiation Gi−1/2 up-
welling at the same half level that originated from emis-
sion below it (e.g. Shonk and Hogan, 2008):

Ai−1/2 = Ri +
T 2

i Ai+1/2

1− Ai+1/2Ri
; (13)

Gi−1/2 = S↑i +
Ti
(
Gi−1/2 + Ai+1/2S↓i

)
1− Ai+1/2Ri

. (14)

It then proceeds down through the atmosphere computing
the profile of upwelling and downwelling irradiances:

F↓i+1/2 =
TiF
↓

i−1/2 + RiGi+1/2 + S↓i
1− Ai+1/2Ri

; (15)

F↑i+1/2 = Ai+1/2F↓i+1/2 + Gi+1/2. (16)

To represent longwave scattering by cloud particles
only, we first note that ecRad is almost always configured
to compute the equivalent clear-sky radiation profile at the
same time as each all-sky calculation. The clear-sky pro-
file is needed for diagnostic purposes to calculate cloud
radiative effect, but is also used within the McICA solver
(described in section 3) as an ingredient in the method
to reduce noise in all-sky irradiances. Since the clear-
sky profile contains only gases and aerosol we may use
the much cheaper non-scattering computation described
above. But the all-sky calculation may be accelerated as
well. First, the more expensive formulas to compute R,
T and S↑↓ are only used in layers containing cloud; other-
wise the precomputed values for clear-sky are copied over.
Second, we exploit the fact that there are always a large
number of clear layers above the highest cloudy layer.
The highest cloudy layer is identified, and the profile of
clear-sky downwelling irradiances above it is copied over.
Then (13)–(16) are applied but only from the surface up
to the highest cloud layer. Finally, (11) is applied above
the highest cloud to complete the profile of upwelling ir-
radiances to TOA.

Comparing the second and third bars in Fig. 2, we
see that ecRad with this cloud-scattering-only longwave
solver is only 4% more expensive than ecRad without any
longwave scattering. The longwave solver itself (exclud-
ing the cloud generator) is only 16% more expensive.

4.2. Longwave layer-wise emission

A difference between McRad and ecRad exists in the
solution to longwave radiative transfer equation, which
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has a noticeable impact on stratospheric temperatures. In
the absence of scattering, (8) and (9) provide the irradi-
ances due to emission by a single layer. They are exact
solutions to the two-stream equations in which scattering
has been neglected; for example, (9) is a solution to

dF↓/dδ = D
(
−F↓ + B

)
, (17)

in the case that the Planck function B varies linearly with
optical depth, and absorption optical depth δ increases in
a downward direction.

McRad, and indeed the longwave solver distributed
with RRTM-G, use the following formula instead:

S↓i = (1− Ti)
[
pBi+1/2 + (1− p)B̄i

]
, (18)

in which the emission is expressed as a weighted aver-
age of the Planck function at the base of the layer and
the mean Planck function of the layer, B̄i, with the weight
expressed as a Padé approximation of the form

p =
δi

3.59712 + δi
. (19)

This formula results in the effective emission temperature
being closer to the mean temperature of the layer than to
the temperature at the near edge of the layer. Also, since
it is not an exact solution to the differential equation, the
result will be resolution dependent as well as being incon-
sistent with the full scattering formulation. Clough et al.
(1992) originally proposed the use of a Padé approximant
(although of a different form to that shown above) as a
means of avoiding division by zero in (9) in the case of
δi = 0. On modern hardware this is unnecessary as de-
nominators can be constrained to be greater than or equal
to some small positive number without inhibiting vector-
ization.

The primary atmospheric impact of the difference in
the definition of layer-wise emission appears to be on
middle-atmosphere temperature since it affects the effi-
ciency of longwave cooling to space. The effect is exam-
ined in the next section.

5. Stratospheric climate
Table 1 lists several recent changes to the radiation

scheme and radiatively active trace gases that have an im-
pact on stratospheric temperature. The colored lines in
Fig. 5a depict the annual- and global-mean temperature
profile of the free-running IFS model using prescribed
sea-surface temperatures and calling the radiation scheme
every 3 h. The red line is approximately equivalent to IFS
Cycle 41R1, which used the McRad radiation scheme and
the MACC ozone climatology. The corresponding bias
in Fig. 5b versus the ERA-Interim reanalysis in the tropo-
sphere and stratosphere and the Microwave Limb Sounder
(MLS) in the mesosphere reveals that the model has an in-
creasing warm bias with height in the stratosphere, reach-
ing +9 K at 2 hPa, and then increasing further to +20 K in

the middle mesosphere. It should be stressed that between
0.1 hPa and the model top at 0.01 hPa, the temperature
is always likely to be unrealistic due to a side-effect of
the ‘sponge’ that modifies the dynamical equations here
to prevent reflection of upwardly propagating waves. Fig-
ure 5b shows that the global-mean climate of the tropo-
sphere with McRad is already very good, and this is little
changed with the introduction of ecRad.

The magenta line in Fig. 5b shows that the upgrade
to the CAMS ozone climatology reduced the bias by up
to 3 K in the upper stratosphere but increased it in the
lower mesosphere. The dark blue line shows the ad-
ditional effect of introducing the Hogan and Hirahara
(2016) method in which the solar zenith angle seen by the
radiation scheme is the average over the sunlit part of the
3-h radiation timestep, rather than the instantaneous value
for the time corresponding to the middle of the radiation
timestep. This leads to a further 1–4 K cooling between
the mid-stratosphere and the top of the model, bringing
it much closer to the temperature of the model when the
radiation scheme is called every model timestep.

The light blue solid line shows the temperature bias
after the introduction of ecRad, in a model configuration
close to operational IFS Cycle 43R3. The temperature re-
duction of up to 1 K at the stratopause and above, and tem-
perature increase by 0.2 K at 70 hPa, is a result of the more
accurate solution to the longwave equations described in
section 4.2. Finally, the green line shows the effect (not
yet introduced into an operational cycle) of replacing the
default Kurucz (1995) solar spectrum in RRTM-G by the
more recent spectrum of Coddington et al. (2016) based
on satellite observations of the sun. The latter has 7-8%
less ultraviolet than Kurucz, leading to less solar heating
by ozone and consequently a cooler middle atmosphere.
The greatest reduction is 4 K at the stratopause, in agree-
ment with the findings of Zhong et al. (2008).

The cumulative effect of all these developments since
Cycle 41R1 is to have completely removed the large warm
bias in the upper stratosphere and substantially improved
the mesosphere. The cause of the remaining cold bias in
the 10–100 hPa range after changing the solar spectrum is
being investigated. The cold bias at 200 hPa is untouched
by any of the changes described here; it peaks at −5 K
at the poles, is common to many climate models, and is
believed to be due to excessive transport of water vapor
across the tropopause that then cools by longwave emis-
sion (Stenke et al., 2008). Work is ongoing to improve the
remaining warm bias in the mesosphere, for example by
replacing the diurnal-average ozone climatology with one
that represents the reduction of ozone during daylight, and
consequent reduction in solar heating. The ecRad radia-
tion scheme also currently assumes local thermodynamic
equilibrium (LTE), and inclusion of non-LTE effects may
be needed to fully address mesosphere biases.
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FIG. 5: Annual-mean temperature from four 1-year uncoupled TL255 137-level simulations of the IFS with a 3-h radiation timestep for the years
2000-2004 (colored lines), the Microwave Limb Sounder for the years 2004–2008 (MLS; black solid line) and the ERA-Interim reanalysis for
the years 2000–2006 (black dashed line). ERA-Interim has a large warm bias in the mesosphere and so is not shown above 1 hPa. Each model
improvement is described in section 5 and is made on top of the previous one in the legend.

6. Impact on forecast skill

To quantify the impact of the introduction of ecRad
on weather forecast skill, eight months of daily 10-day
uncoupled forecasts have been run for a number of model
configurations. The control configuration uses IFS Cy-
cle 45R1 at TCo399 resolution (around 28 km) with the
McRad radiation scheme and a radiation timestep of 3 h.
Three further experiments employ the ecRad radiation
scheme with a radiation timestep of 1, 2 and 3 h, using the
configuration envisaged for the next operational IFS cycle
(46R1) shown in bold in Table 2. Each forecast has been
evaluated against the operational ECMWF analysis, com-
puting the root-mean-squared error (RMSE) in selected
model variables.

The black lines in Fig. 6 depict the fractional change
in RMSE when replacing McRad by ecRad but retaining
the 3-h radiation timestep. The first three rows show tem-
perature at three heights, while the last row shows low
cloud cover. In general the change is negative, indicating
a reduction of error, although the improvements are mod-
est, lying in the range 0–1.5%. The main reason for the
improvement appears to be the introduction of longwave
scattering by clouds and the bug-fix mentioned in section
2.7; similar experiments with ecRad configured without
these changes as in Cycle 43R3 (not shown) suggest no
significant difference in skill compared to McRad.

The fact that ecRad is around one-third faster than
McRad means that ecRad can be called every 2 h for the
same computational cost as McRad every 3 h. The red
lines in Fig. 6 show that this leads to an error reduction of
up to 2%, most clearly for 2-m temperature in the tropics
at all forecast lead times. For completeness we also show
the results for ecRad with a 1-h radiation timestep, which
is under consideration as an upgrade for the ECMWF en-

semble prediction system and would match the radiation
timestep used in the HRES forecast. This reduces errors
in tropical 2-m temperatures by 3%. The improvement is
most pronounced over the Amazon and Congolese rain-
forests, where low cloud cover forecasts are also signifi-
cantly improved. This implies that the higher frequency
of radiation calls leads to a better interaction of surface
heating with shallow convection over land.

These forecasts all used a radiation grid with 6.25
times fewer columns than the rest of the model (2.5 times
coarser in each horizontal direction), the same ratio as
used in ECMWF’s operational ensemble prediction sys-
tem. An alternative strategy for reinvesting the computa-
tional savings would be to use a finer radiation grid, but
it was found by Hogan et al. (2017) that even calling the
radiation scheme on the same grid as the rest of the model
led to very small improvements (less than 1% in 2-m tem-
perature and only in the first two days). Reducing the
radiation timestep appears to be much more effective at
improving forecast skill.

7. Conclusions and future work
In this paper we have described ‘ecRad’, a flexible

new radiation scheme for the ECMWF model. It brings
several immediate benefits in terms of operational weather
forecasting:

• It is around 41% faster than McRad, a saving that
can be reinvested by calling the radiation scheme
more frequently, with a measurable increase in fore-
cast skill. It is now planned to reduce the radiation
timestep in the operational ensemble configuration
of the model from 3 h to 1 h.

• It incorporates a method to represent longwave scat-
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FIG. 6: Percentage change to root-mean-squared forecast error when switching from the McRad radiation scheme called every 3 h to ecRad called
every (black lines) 3 h, (red lines) 2 h and (green lines) 1 h. The variables shown are (a–c) 300-hPa temperature, (d–f) 700-hPa temperature, (g–i)
2-m temperature and (j–l) low cloud cover for the latitude ranges (left column) 90◦S to 20◦S, (middle column) 20◦S to 20◦N and (right column)
20◦N to 90◦N. Eight months of daily atmosphere-only forecasts (June to September 2017 and December 2017 to March 2018) were performed
using IFS Cycle 45R1 at TCo399 resolution and evaluated against the operational ECMWF analysis. The error bars indicate the 95% confidence
intervals and incorporate an 1.1 inflation factor to account for autocorrelated forecasts (Geer, 2016).
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tering of clouds with an additional computational
cost of only 4%, also leading to a modest improve-
ment in forecast skill.

• The new implementation of the cloud generator in
the stochastic ‘McICA’ solver generates less noise
in heating rates and is much faster, also significantly
speeding up the cloud-cover diagnostic in the IFS.

• The longwave two-stream equations are now solved
exactly, leading to a 1-K cooling of the upper strato-
sphere and mesosphere, one of a number of recent
changes that have reduced the longstanding warm
bias in the stratosphere of the IFS.

The last three items above could also be useful in the de-
velopment of other radiation schemes.

In the longer term, a key advantage of ecRad is its
modular design, which makes it straightforward to ex-
plore alternative formulations to individual components of
the scheme. One area requiring attention is the radiation
scheme used at ECMWF for minimizing the cost function
in the variational data assimilation system, which must be
differentiable and computationally fast. For this reason,
the data assimilation system uses a version of the Mor-
crette scheme that was operational before the introduction
of RRTM-G in either the longwave or the shortwave, i.e.
before Cycle 22R3 in Table 1. The inconsistency between
the Morcrette scheme and the scheme used in the full non-
linear model (whether McRad or ecRad) is certainly sub-
optimal. Ideally an alternative gas-optics model would
be developed for ecRad with a flexible number of spec-
tral intervals, to allow the user control over the trade-off
between speed and accuracy, and hence to provide a con-
figuration of ecRad fast enough to be used in variational
data assimilation.

Another challenge is to refine many of the assump-
tions made in the radiation scheme that determine the ra-
diative effect of clouds, such that they agree as well as
possible with the latest observations, and are consistent
with the IFS cloud scheme and the observational forward
operators in the data assimilation system. This could in-
clude switching from EXP-EXP to EXP-RAN overlap,
changing the fractional standard deviation of in-cloud wa-
ter content from 1 to a value closer to observations (e.g.
Shonk et al., 2010; Ahlgrimm and Forbes, 2017), repre-
senting convective clouds in the radiation scheme, and
making use of an ice optics parameterization that repre-
sents more recent findings that ice particles are optically
‘rough’ (Yi et al., 2013; Baran et al., 2014). Although
not affordable operationally, ecRad also has the option to
represent 3D effects for the first time in a global model.
This will enable us to determine the importance of 3D ra-
diative effects on the Earth’s radiation budget, and if it is
significant, to explore cheaper ways of approximating the
impact in the operational model.

In addition to its use in the IFS, ecRad is being tested
in the Meso-NH and ICON (Icosahedral Nonhydrostatic)
models. It will be used in the next version of the EC-Earth
climate model. An offline version of ecRad is available
for educational and non-commercial research.
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